Get the edge over a spreadsheet.

**Leads Generator**
We'll help populate your list with qualified potential new members.

**Performance Tracking**
Interactive dashboard gives you personalized data that's never been available until now.

**Automated Alerts**
CB is recruiting, even when you're not. You'll receive alerts from CB when it's time to follow up with PNMs.

**Virtual Coach**
CB will analyze your recruitment activity and inform your leadership team so you're always performing at your highest level.

**Teamwork**
CB gets everyone in the chapter involved in recruitment.

**Mobile Ready**
Recruitment happens on the go. CB is mobile friendly.

**Beautiful**
Design matters. Besides, you deserve something more attractive than a spreadsheet.

**Expertise**
CB was designed by recruitment experts using the most current, proven methods from top performing fraternities and sororities across the world.

---

**BEGINNER**
$0 /YR.

Sign Up

Better than a spreadsheet, easier to use, and FREE. Seriously. Zero dollars. No joke. Just free. Forever. Upgrade when you're ready. This is our gift to the fraternity and sorority world.

There's no reason not to get started today. What could be better than free?

---

**STANDARD**
$500 /YR.

Sign Up

20+ breakthrough features will spoil you forever. You don't have to use them all, but each one will make your chapter a little better and your life a little easier. Very soon, you won't believe your chapter used to do things the way you're doing them now.

100% guarantee = All the rewards, none of the risk. Turns out there is something better than free. :)

---

Click Here to Visit Chapter Builder